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Barbara Kruger’s iconic montages juxtapose images culled from the mass media with provocative slogans and
phrases. Thinking of You features an enlarged close-up of a found photograph, showing a safety pin pricking an
index finger, which is superimposed with the phrase “Thinking of You.” The message is delivered in Barbara
Kruger’s preferred font, Futura Bold Italic, and contained in her signature lacquered red frame—a bold,
simplified composition that recalls the artist’s early ...
Kruger, one of the most influential artists of the last three decades, uses pictures and words through a wide
variety of media and sites to raise issues of power, sexuality, and representation. Her works include
photographic prints on paper and vinyl, etched metal plates This is the most comprehensive publication ever
produced on the work of American artist Barbara Kruger.
Untitled (Thinking of You), 1999 by Barbara Kruger. Conceptual Art. figurative
Biblioteca Ricardo Armas en La ONG [Venezuela] Titulo: Thinking of You Autor: Barbara Kruger Editorial:
MIT Press, 1999. Video: Gabriela H. Lara Edición: Gustavo Maldonado Para consultar nuestra ...
"Thinking of You" is an amazing look into the mind of Barbara Kruger, an artist that challenges the viewer's
concepts of reality. Most of her work consists of a photo (usually black and white) with text juxtaposed on it.
The book also contains explanatory notes on selected works and essays about the artist.
On view September 30, 2016 through January 22, 2017, In the Tower: Barbara Kruger is the first exhibition in
the Tower Gallery in three years, renewing the series devoted to the presentation of works by leading
contemporary artists. The exhibition presents 15 of Kruger’s profile works – images of the figure in profile over
which the artist ...
Barbara Kruger is an American Conceptual artist known for her combination of type and image that conveys a
direct feminist cultural critique. Her works examine stereotypes and the behaviors of consumerism with text
layered over mass-media images.
Why Supreme’s (Mis)Appropriation of Barbara Kruger’s Art Matters More Than Ever. By Jacob Victorine /
November 28, 2017 ... (Thinking of You), 1999; RIGHT: Face It (Green), 2007 ... Untitled (Skate) by Barbara
Kruger at Coleman Skatepark, 2017. Not only is Supreme’s use of Kruger’s brand not subversive, it also often
reifies patriarchal ...
Barbara Kruger is best known for her silkscreen prints where she placed a direct and concise caption across the
surface of a found photograph. Her prints from the 1980s cleverly encapsulated the era of "Reaganomics" with
tongue-in-cheek satire; especially in a work like (Untitled) I shop therefore I am (1987), ironically adopted by
the mall generation as their mantra.
Barbara Kruger (born January 26, 1945) is an American conceptual artist and collagist. Most of her work
consists of black-and-white photographs, overlaid with declarative captions, stated in white-on-red Futura Bold
Oblique or Helvetica Ultra Condensed text.
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